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 The organized veterinary medicine teaching, institu-

tionalized, exists distinctly in 1787, in Cluj, in Facultatis 

medicae pars,as a Department, Veterinary Therapy (Maiz-

ner, 1890), after only 25 years from the establishment of 

the first Ecole Royale Veterinaire, Lyon -1762. 

 This information reflects that the art of curing is 

unique, regardless the species it is exercised on, the art of 

curing the animals, indissoluble, is part of the Medicine. 

 In 1787, Petrus FUHRMANN, Head of the Therapy De-

partment; initially the duration of the studies was 1 year, 

than it was extended for 2 years and in 1834, for 3 years. 

In 1794 were 3 Professors and 1 Teaching Assistant.

 Andreas ETIENNE, Medicinae Doctor: Chemiae, Mine-

rologiae, Pathologiae, Physiqiae, Chirurgiae Professor.

 Josephus LAFFER, Anatomiae, Chirurgiae et Obste-

triciae Professor.

 Joannes MOLNAR DE MULLERSHEIM, De morbis et 

medicina ocularum Professor, was Ioan MOLNAR-PIUA-

RIU - the famous Romanian oculist.

 Ioan PIUARIU, whose name spelled in a certain latin-

hungarian - german could become past recognition; pu-

blished in 1792, “Economia stupilor, acum întîi izvorită și 

dată de Ioan Molnar, Doctorul de ochi în marele principat 

al Ardealului. Cu privilegismul împărăteștii și crăieștii mă-

riri”; later he published “Povățuire cu praxis către spori-

rea stupilor, Sibiu 1808”. 

 A more remarkable fact is that Ioan Piuariu published, 

in 1788, in Vienna, a German-Romanian dictionary.

 Franciscus HORWATH, Adjunctus Chirurgiae.

 Petrus FUHRMANN, Veterinariae Professor, was for 

many years the head of the Veterinary Therapy Depart-

ment. Alexius BRUST, Fuhrmann successor, is Surgery 

and Obstetrics Teacher; he led the Veterinary Therapy 

Department for 37 years, until 1853. The Veterinary The-

rapy Department, was successively led by Dr. Gyorgy 

WERZAR (Gh. Vărzaru); Dr. Gustav SZOMBATHELY; Dr. 

Franz ZAHN; Janos MINA (Ioan Minea), which was deco-

rated, in 1869, with the Cross of Merit, for combating the 

severe Cattle Plague, on Cluj territory. 

` From the few words about the Hystory of Veterinary 

Medicine in Cluj, results the mutual origin of medicine, con-

firming what we call today „One Health, One Medicine”.

 Învăţământul veterinar organizat, instituţionalizat, 

în Cluj, exista distinct în 1787, în Facultatis medicae pars, 

ca o catedră, Terapia veterinară (Maizner 1890), la numai 

25 de ani de la înfiinţarea primei Ecole Royale Veterinaire 

din Lyon -1762.

 Aceste date reflectă faptul că arta vindecării este uni-

că, indiferent de specia pe care se exercită şi că arta vin-

decării animalelor face parte indisolubilă din Medicină.

 Din 1787, catedra de Terapia veterinară îl are ca titu-

lar pe Petrus FUHRMANN; iniţial durata studiilor era doar 

de un an, apoi ea se extinde pe 2 ani, iar din 1834 pe 3 ani. 

În 1794 existau 4 profesori şi 1 asistent.

 Andreas ETIENNE, Medicinae Doctor: Chemiae, Mi-

neralogie, Pathologiae, Physiqiae, Chirurgicae Professor.

 Josephus LAFFER, Anatomiae, Chirurgiae et Obstetri-

ciae Professor.

 Joannes MOLNAR DE MULLERSHEIM, De morbis et 

medicina ocularum Professor, era celebrul oculist român 

Ioan MOLNAR-PIUARIU.

 Ioan PIUARIU, al cărui nume ortografiat intr-o latino-

maghiară-germană ar putea deveni de nerecunoscut; a 

publicat, în 1792, „Economia stupilor, acum întâi izvorită 

şi dată de Ioan Molnar, Doctorul de ochi în marele princi-

pat al Ardealului. Cu privilegismul împărăteştii şi crăieştii 

măriri”, mai târziu publică „Povăţuire cu praxis către spo-

rirea stupilor, Sibiu 1808”. 

 Este remarcabil faptul că Ioan Piuariu a publicat, în 

1788 la Viena, un dicţionar german-român.

 Franciscus HORVATH, Adjunctus Chirurgiae. 

 Petrus FUHRMANN, Veterinariae Professor, mulţi ani 

titularul catedrei de Terapie Veterinară.

 Alexius BRUST, urmaşul lui FUHRMANN, era magistru 

în chirurgie şi obstetrică, a condus catedra de Terapie ve-

terinară 37 de ani, până în 1853.

 Catedra de Terapie Veterinară a fost condusă succe-

siv de Dr. Gyorgy WERZAR (Gheorghe Vărzaru); Dr. Gus-

tav SZOMBATHELY; Dr. Franz ZAHN; Janos MINA (Ioan 

Minea). In 1869, I. Minea este decorat cu Crucea de merit 

de aur cu coroană, pentru combaterea epidemiei grave de 

pestă bovină pe teritoriul Clujului. Doctorul I. Minea a fost 

Profesor onorific de zootehnie şi terapeutică animală la 

Institutul Agronomic din Cluj-Mănăştur, între 1870-1879.

 Din puţinele rânduri despre istoricul învăţământului 

medical veterinar din Cluj, rezultă, fără de tăgadă, origi-

nea comună a medicinei, confirmând ceea ce astăzi nu-

mim „O singură sănătate, O singură medicină”.
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There is probably nothing more rewarding for the 

endeavor of a researcher than the delight of finding 

the historical truth. And when the joy of understanding 

an old story is accompanied by the knowledge of ser-

ving the profession, the contentment of the researcher 

can reach that level beyond which there is nothing 

more than the eternity. 

Such a state of mind surrounded us when, in 

venerable charters, we found long forgotten evidence 

about veterinary work of our predecessors, about the 

unity of the origins of the two branches of medicine, 

about personalities whose precursory features must 

remain a perpetual model, always remembered. 

EARLIER VETERINARY EDUCATION IN CLUJ

Animal health care - as well as the human, be-

sides - was, in its origins, a profession like any other. 

Practiced with more or less talent, the healing art was 

transmitted from teacher to disciple, often from father 

to son, such a lineage being continued today, when we 

see numerous veterinarians' offspring embracing – 

willingly, we hope - the parental profession. 

If we have too few certitudes about the content of 

the teaching of veterinary medicine in the distant fore-

time and we are more able to form assumptions, we 

can be sure that those horse and cattle “doctors” that 

could be found throughout Antiquity and early Middle 

Ages in Europe and elsewhere, were also to be found in 

the pre-Roman and Roman Dacia [2, 9]. We can`t spe-

cify how much percent of the veterinary practice was 

based on different rituals or on empirical observations, 

although, some suggestions might be provided by the 

folk medicine, which is still practiced in several corners 

of Transylvania [1]. It is also certain, that in the X-th 

century - when the nail horseshoe was introduced in 

Transylvania - the farrier craft was “born” (This crafts-

man was the one tending the medical need of ill hor-

ses). He becomes, with the german colonization, that 

treasured  – farrier-blacksmith-horse doc-Curschmied

tor [8].  Some of them became so famous, that in the 

XVI century, the royal families were sending in their 

horses for treatment (and not calling in the farriers). 

But the main purpose of these lines ahead is 

another, which is to follow the birth, development and 

evolution of the organized, institutionalized veterinary 

education, in old Cluj. For it`s distinct existence was 

first mentioned in 1787, when at the then called 

Facultatis medicae pars, a second department was 

created, the Veterinary Therapy [5], (therefore only 

after 25 years since the first Ecole Royale Veterinaire 

was established in Lyon – 1762). Therefore, as a logi-

cal deduction, the veterinary education in Cluj can`t 

be researched and known without a fugitive retrospec-

tion of medical education. 

BRIEF HISTORY 

OF THE MEDICAL SURGICAL INSTITUTE 

IN CLUJ

By an imperial order of Empress Maria Tereza, 26 

January 1775, the Superior Institute, with university 

ranking, was established in which the Medical-Surgical 

Institute starts to function, very modestly at first, ha-

ving a single professor: Iosephus LAFFER.

Unfortunately, the academic character of the 

institution rapidly declines in the following centuries. 

So, during the reign of Iosif I, The Superior Institute 

(University) becomes a modest Lyceum Regium 

Academicum. It is true that in this high school 3 

important Sciences were taught: law, philosophy and 

medicine. The last one we can find in 1787 (Depart-

ment of Veterinary Therapy founding year) under the 

title of Facultatis medicae pars, but after just 2 

years, in 1789 (year of the French Revolution), it no 

longer represents but an obscure Classis chirurgica.  

We assume that, under the pressure of necessity, in 

1794, the medicine in Cluj is restored under the name 

of Facultas medica, within the pale of so called Lyce-

um Regium Academicum Claudiopolitanum, in 

1808 Facultas chirurgica, and in 1817 receives the 

final title of Institutum medico-chirurgicum [5]. 

Since 1849, the Institute breaks away from the Supe-

rior Institute and becomes independent. 

It could seem surprising that none of the listed 

titles can`t be found nominally in the veterinary 

education, even though it existed as such since 1787 

and most probably some precepts were taught even 

earlier. This shouldn’t be interpreted as an omission, 

but as the expression of the contemporary knowledge 

that the healing art is unique, no matter the species 

on which it is exerted, the art of curing the animals 

belongs indissolubly to medicine.

Immediately after the establishment of the Medi-

cal-Surgical Institute (1775), it had a single professor 

-Iosephus LAFFER- and a single department, whose 

tenure holder was teaching Anatomy, Surgery and 

Obstetrics. 

Since 1787, a second department has been foun-

ded, Veterinary Therapy, having Petrus FUHRMANN 

as head of department. Initially, the duration of study 

was of just 1 year, but in 1793-1794 it was extended to 

2 years and in 1834, to 3 years. Progressively, the 

number of departments and professors, increases.  
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In 1794 there were 4 professors and 1 assistant 

(adjunctus), whose names and qualifications we find 

interesting to disclose as it follows: 

Andreas ETIENNE, Medicinae Doctor; Chemiae, 

Minerologiae, Pathologiae, Phisiologiae chirurgicae 

Professor p.o. He is undoubtedly the first professor 

with the title Doctor of Medicine, acquired at one of the 

western Universities. Unfortunately, I have not found -

yet - any bibliographical information about this profe-

ssor, but his name indicates clearly French ancestry. 

Either he was descending from France, or from a Hu-

guenot immigrant family in German lands or in Aus-

tria, because of the religious persecution. He dies on 

20 April 1797, at the early age of 40.

Iosephus LAFFER, Anatomiae, Chirurgiae et 

Obstetricae Professor p.o. He is none other than the 

first, and at that time the only Professor in the Medical-

Surgery Institute in Cluj. Note that he was not Doctor 

of Medicine, but a Master Surgeon and Obstetrician. 

His German ancestry is sure, but once again, we face 

the little biographical data, which prevents us to know 

where he was from or where he obtained the title of 

Master. He dies on 25 June, 1798, aged 57.

Joannes MOLNAR DE MULLERSHEIM, De 

morbis et medicina oculorum Professor p.o. is the 

illustrious Romanian oculist Ioan PIUARIU, whose 

name, written in latin-hungarian-german could be-

come irrecognizable ( maybe this is what the purpose 

was).  This great ophthalmologist, seeked by patients 

from all over Transylvania and elsewhere, was one of 

the most active fighters for the Romanians' rights in 

these lands. Also, Ioan PIUARIU was the author of a 

book about apiculture, in Romanian, published around 

1792, under the title “Economia stupilor, acum întâi 

izvodită şi dată, de Ioan Molnar, Doctorul de ochi în 

marele principat al Ardealului. Cu privilegiumul împă-

răteştii şi crăeştii măririi” and later published under 

the title “Povăţuire cu praxis către sporirea stupilor, 

Sibiu 1808”. It is also noteworthy that Ioan PIUARIU 

published in 1788, in Viena, a german-romanian dic-

tionary (Deutsch-Walachische Sprachlehre). 

Petrus FUHRMANN, Veterinariae Professor, p. 

ord. He was for many years the head of the Veterinary 

Therapy department. It seems he was descending 

from one of the numerous German families, which can 

still to be found in Western Romania. He did not have 

the Doctor of Medicine title either, but we could not find 

out when and where he obtained the Magister title. He 

died on the 16 March 1816, at the age of 61.

In 1793, according to Summa Praeceptorum 

Studium Chirurgiae et cursum biennalem deter-

minantium [5], the curriculum was divided as fol-

lows: first year, first semester - Anatomy; second se-

mester - Theoretical obstetrics; Forensic Medicine; 

Physiology; Biology; second year, first semester - 

Pathology; Pharmacology; Veterinary Therapy; se-

cond semester - Ophthalmology; Veterinary Therapy.

Even if in 1834 the duration of the education ex-

tends to 3 years, the Veterinary Therapy still remains 

to be studied for two semesters, of the second year. 

Actually, during the 2nd year, practical exercises were 

taking place in hospitals, for, as surprising as it may 

seem, most of the disciplines were being taught, until 

then, only in theory.

VETERINARY  EDUCATION 

AT THE MEDICAL SURGICAL INSTITUTE IN

CLUJ: CONTENTS, PROFESSORS, GRADUATES

Unfortunately we could not find information 

about the admittance terms for the candidates to the 

Medical-Surgical Institute. It is certain that they 

should have had some sort of prior training and itțs 

probably not a hazardous hypothesis that this training 

meant at least Elementary school.

Again, we lack the information about the practical 

applications, because, for a long time, a hospital unit 

for animals did not exist. Likewise, we do not know – 

presently - which was the endowment with instru-

ments and medicine, courses, boards, drawings, 

casts, etc. – but those might be discovered in muse-

ums in Cluj.  We can`t  tell which was the quality of the 

medical practice of the graduates. Either way, the 

access of the veterinary medical science in the popular 

consciousness took place very slowly, making its way 

amongst the empirics, the farriers, healers of all sorts 

and all sorts of quacks. It shouldn’t come as a surprise 

to learn that in 1812, the peasants in Santau, (Bihor) 

preferred to leave the animals to the “Will of the 

Saint”, than to accept a veterinarian.

FUHRMANN successor is Alexius BURST, master 

in surgery and obstetrics, who previously appeared as 

adjunctus. He was the head of the Veterinary Therapy 

until 23 April 1853, so for no less than 37 years ! 

Meanwhile, he is recorded (1837) to have taught Fo-

rensic medicine and apparent death. He withdraws by 

retiring, a bt constrained, as it seems.

From 7 October 1853 to 6 April 1854, Professor 

Dr. Gyorgy WERZAR (Gheorghe Vărzaru) teaches 

Veterinary Therapy; he is the first Professor which 

holds the doctor in medicine title, obtained for sure in 

Wien. He dies in 1854 of what was then called Typhoid 

fever, denomination that included though many other 
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diseases which were still undistinguished in that age.

For almost one year the department remains 

without a holder until 17 February 1855, when Dr. 

Gustav SZOMBATHELYI, the retired chief medic in 

Cluj occupies the position. He will remain the head of 

the de-partment until 1856. Meanwhile, a large animal 

hospital is under project, but we do not have any data 

that it was finalized. 

Between 1856 and 1861 (1 March) we find Dr. 

Franz ZAHN (medical surgeon) as Professor. We find 

out that because he was not able to learn the Hunga-

rian language for 5 years (which we do not find surpri-

sing for and adult German), he had to resign.  Later he 

has a remarkable career in Wien, there he becomes 

Chief Veterinarian, with a very important position at 

the Military Veterinary Medicine Institute (Kaiserliches 

und Koenigliches Militaer-Tierarznei-Institut).

For 15 months the chair is again open, being filled 

by Dr. Johann MAIZNER, the author of the most im-

portant bibliographical sources [5] which helped us in 

the writing of these lines.  

Finally, on 7 June 1862, the department is taken 

over by Janos MINA (Ioan MINEA), former teaching 

assistant in the Medical-Veterinary Institute in Buda-

pest.  He becomes Professor with tenure. 

In November 1862, Ioan Minea is sent to tend to 

the measures to counteract the rinderpest in Treiscau-

ne county and later in Făgăraş, Sibiu and Sebeş. 

Later, on 13 February 1869 he would receive the 

Golden Cross of Honor with Crown, by imperial deci-

sion, for outstanding achievements in the fight against 

the rinderpest in the Cluj territory. In 1872 he is 

appointed member in the International Board con-

vened in Wien for solving the rinderpest issue, by the 

Minister of Agriculture, Industry and Commerce. 

The same Dr. Ioan Minea is recorded to be hono-

rary Zootechnics and animal therapy professor at the 

Agronomical Institute in Cluj-Mănăştur. 

He is also appointed Honorary Professor at the 

Faculty of Medicine and Surgery in Cluj, in 1872. 

The same year, the Science University is founded 

in Cluj and, consequently, The Medical-Surgical Insti-

tute suspends its activity. 

Medical teaching receives academic rank and the 

veterinary teaching will be resumed, also with acade-

mic rank, only after 90 years, as the Veterinary Faculty 

of Cluj-Napoca is founded in 1962.
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